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Senate rejects appeal of election guidelines
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by M.C. Davis
Staff Writer
Citing that to grant an exception in
election procedures would set a
"dangerous precedent" that may recur
in future elections, GSS rejected by a
30-2 vote a resolution to appeal its election guidelines.
"The rules are in black and white,"
said Sue Couturier, president of the Interdormitory Board to the student senate
during a debate on the resolution. She
said according to election rules, all candidates are required to present copies of
all campaign'expenditure receipts by
noon of the day of elections. Mark Livingston and Scott Dunning submitted
their receipts 21 hours past the deadline.
Courturier said the IDB stood behind
the FEPC's decision to declare them ineligible for the posts of IDB president
New student government president David Mitchell and executive assistant
and vice president. And she advocated
Clayton Grindle at Wednesday night's General Student Senate meeting.
that Stacey Hong and Wendy Milne be
(Hawkins Photo)
approved as president and vice president
of IDB.---"1---feet tftt —fhe FEPC gad-dines
--seifit-OTRicharcrlYm—arre.If requestedThe resolution against FEPC's decishould be used as guidelines and not as
that Livingston and Dunning not be
sion was sponsored by Dunn Hall
the overriding factor of what the UMO
eliminated from their elected posts,

population decides," Lamarre said.
He said the resolution was not aimed
at the FEPC. He added, "The voters
went out and they made their choice.
"I think it says something about the
GSS when we turn our backs to the votes
of the student body," Lamarre said.
Livingston and Dunning said in
telephone interviews Wednesday night
that they were planning to launch a petition drive against the FEPC decision.
Livingston referred to the senate vote
as another example of how students' interests are ignored by GSS. He added
that he hopes to acquire the necessary
signatures needed on the petition, nearly 900 or one-fifth of the on-campus student population, by the next GSS
meeting.
"If I had it to do it all over again, 1
wouldn't," Jon Sorenson told the
General Student Senate as he ended his
term in office as vice president during
ig Wednesday.
—the weekly medir—
(we SENATE page 2)

RAs'jobs hinge on passing non-credit course
by Rebecca Smith
Staff Writer
UMO's resident assistants could lose their jobs
in the middle of the semester if they fail to complete a non-credit course in student development.
"If they are not willing to do the work as part
of their job, then they won't continue to be
RAs," said H. Ross Moriarty, director of
Residential Life.

The non-academic class meets two hours a week.
Smith said RAs can share problems, suppo'rt each
other, and learn theories about how students change
and develop during their college years.
When the course began eight years ago, students
were awarded three academic credits upon completion of the class requirements.
Irene von Hoffmann, assistant director of
Residential Life, said since the fall of 1984 students
have not been receiving credit because of a Curriculum Committee.
"One of the reasons for the committee's decision
not to allow students to get credit is that the complex directors teach the course and are supervisors
of the RAs," she said. "There could be a conflict
of interest."
Matthew J. Michaud, an RA in Gannett Hall, said
that when he took the class last semester it was not
very demanding.

"The incompletes are mostly people making up
for missing more than one class," he said. If
students missed more than one class they had to
make up the time by doing a paper or some other
exercise.
Attendance and participation were the main
criteria on which students were graded, he said.
One of the major reasons for the class, Smith
said, is to teach RAs about the student development
theories used by Residential Life in creating
programs.
"Sometimes I thought the class was valuable,
sometimes I didn't," Michaud said. "Overall, I
did learn a lot and could put some of it into my
job."
He said he asnot sure whether other RAs felt
the class was valuable.
"I think it should be for credit, or at least an option to do more work for credit," he said.

Barbara Smith
So far no one has lost their job because of failure
to complete the course, Moriarty said.
Rather than failing the class, some people take
incompletes and finish the work later, said Barbara
Smith, director of Stodder Complex.
"I have had no problem with people passing in
their incompleted work," she said. "They were all
told they needed to complete it. If they don't get the
work done it, they've got to get on it and finish
it."
Students who took extensions in last semester's
class were given until the end of February to complete the work, said Catherine M. Wood, director
of Stewart Complex. Failure to complete the work
on deadline would mean getting released from their
job, even in the middle of the semester, she said.

(Hawkins photo)
By Donna Trask
Staff Writer
A UMO student was taken to Eastern Maine
Medical Center where he underwent surgery for injuries suffered when he was hit by a vehicle on
Rangeley Road Tuesday night.
Richard P. Stride, 24, of 407 Somerset Hall, was
walking along Rangeley goad when he was struck
by a northbound Ford driven by Linda J. Spearing,

23, of Brewer, also a UMO student. The accident
occurred near Talmar Wood at 8:45 p.m.
Spearing was apparently blinded by the fog lights
of an oncoming vehicle and did not see the
pedestrian, said Lt. John Gray of the UMO Police
Department.
Jeff Harris, resident director of Somerset Hall,
said Stride suffered a compound fracture of his left
leg, a concussion, and cuts and bruises and will be
for at least two weeks.
The accident is under investigation.
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Paul Conway ended his administration
by saying that many people opposed his
political goals and that he had always
welcomed the challenge.
The newly-elected duo of David Mitchell and Christopher Boothby, victors
in Thursday's election for president and
vice president of student government,
were sworn in. Conway said he was confident that the new administration would
5e effeCtive. Mitchell said one policy he
would like implemented was to mak

GSS agendas available to the public
earlier, possibly two days before the
meeting.
Afterwards, student senators and supporters gave Conway and Sorenson a
standing ovation in what some senators
called the "liveliest GSS meeting in
weeks."
On other matters, Sorenson reported
to the senate that the resolution denouncing the UMO Foundation for investing

BLOOM COUNTY

separate action, the senate granted SEA's
petition for $720, intended to support a
temporary office worker while an executive assistant for SEA was on maternity leave.
Speaking to the senate, Steve Walsh,
SEA president, failed to disclose which
band will perform at UMO,adding that
the rock group Modern English is being
contacted for a possible engagement this
spring.

in U.S. corporations doing business in
South Africa was killed in committee.
Nitin Anturkar, graduate senator and
sponsor of the resolution, said the Student Affairs Committee had denied a
favorable recommendation because it
concluded that divesting the funds UMO
hass in South Africa would have no consequence in_ending apartheid.
GSS allocated an additional $6,500 to
Student Entertainment and Activities to
raise its annual budget to $21,000. In a
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120 for good complete set.
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU
I THINK THE PAY-61.0 HAND
PRIERS WORKED OUT THE BEST,
THOUGH THE OWNER HERE OVERHEARD AN ART DEALER SAY
THEY WE&INTERESTING! . ....

WANTED: Treasurers for Student Entertainment and Activities. Paid position. Applica-
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quotas! Sincerely interested rush self.
addressed stamped envelope: Successe RO.

FOL.K MUSIC REVIVAL.
-A-3 COMES To ZIPPY 5 mEiGolteiwoo

Box 470 CI-W, Woodstock, IL 6,0098.

Reward for lost Jog - 5 at
if&.
'male black &
white Alaskan Malnitr‘' - contact-. Mark
'45
-lreS-3035. lost

Mill St. area.

1976 Detsun 2410.Z. mint contfition,
blue metallii new paint, "&el-TinTicted,
regular gas, new tires, 4 speed, 30 plus
mpg.,Jensen and Pioneer stereo system, onv.56.000 miles. Call 942-0403. Sacrifice
'at S4,100-moving.

lassifieds are $1.50 for the fini Issenis words aid
10 cents for each additional uord per (la.
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Public\ Real Estate Company, newly located in Bangor'and
-specializing in recreational land, would like to train six new
people in its marketing department. We are looking for people' with or without experience who would like to find a
career in real estate marketing.
Applicants must be intelligent, personable, ambitious, pleasant and give excellent appearance. Part-time and full-time
positions available. Excellent training, health benefits, advancement opportunities, employee stock option plans.
This is basically a straight commission job, but we will pay
a salary for the first few months.
Investigate this career opprtunity with
a dynamic public company. Contact:
Patten Corporation Down East
calling Susan Michaud at 947-1300
Monday - Friday from 2 to 3 p.m.
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Cabin Fever Sale
Cold weather got you down? E
: Fight back with some new music! ;•
All $8.98 & $9.98 LP's and cassettes
are reduced to just $6.99 through
Saturday February 22nd.

5.

Dr. Records & Mr. Fix-it .
20 Main St., Orono i
866-7874
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UMO yet to be hit by major flu outbreak
by Doug Ireland
Staff Writer
Despite numerous reported outbreaks
of "flu-like" influenza in 45 states including Maine, UMO has been spared so
far. There have been only three reported
cases of such influzenza at Cutler Health
Center where Dr. George Wood says the
problem is minimal.
But the bug may be on its way.
"We were hit a little late ... until
recently we were free of it. Now that is
changing," said Dr. Lani Graham,
director of the Maine Division of
Disease Control in Augusta.

Graham said Wednesday that in two
weeks the number of reported cases of
influenza resembling the flu has risen
from 30 to approximately 670.
Three hundred and two cases of flulike influenza were reported to the state
CDC last week.
Flu-like influenza is a virus which
causes symptoms similar to the flu but
has not yet been diagnosed as such.
Graham said eleven Maine residents have
been diagnosed as flu victims.
Wood said the symptoms of flu are:
rapid heart rate, body aches, dry coughs,
sore throat, loss of appetite and fever
with a body temperature of approx-

Police Blotter
Kelli Mullins
Staff Writer
Kenneth 13ryant Morrison, R.R.
2 Box 625, Orrington, Maine, was
issued a summons for operating
beyond license restriction (corrective lenses) Beddington Road on
Feb. 10. Court date is set for Feb.
28 at Bangor District Court.
Gary Douglas White, RFD I
Box 289, Old Town, Maine, was
issued a summons for an expiresi
inspection sticker on Feb. 10.
Court date is Feb. 28.
Christine Marie Cimino, 5 Landings Woods Lane, Falmouth,
Maine, was issued a summons for
operating a motor vehicle over the
posted speed limit on Belgrade
Road in Orono. UMOPD reported
Cimino doing 39 mph in a 20 mph
zone; Feb. 10.

iul

Patricia Counihan, 10 Park St.,
Old Town, Maine, was issued a
summons for failure to stop at a
stop sign on Sebago and Belgrade
Roads. Feb. 12.
Scott Phil McCrum, West Ridge
Road, Mars Hill, Maine, was
issued a summons for failure to
stop at a stop sign on Flagstaff and
Belgrade Roads. Feb. 12.
Jeffrey Bridges, 5 Brentwood
Road, Augusta, Maine, was issued
a summons for failure to stop at
a stop sign on Flagstaff Road and
Belgrade road. Feb. 12.
Judith Crosby, 2 Winter Haven
Dr., Orono, was issued a summons
for failure to stop at a stop sign on
Sebago Road, Feb. 11. Court date
is Feb. 28.

A blue Puch ten-speed bicycle
was reported missing from the
hallway of Aubert Hall on Feb12. The bike was reportedly locked. Stuart Rast, 29 Union St., was
issued a stimmons for failure to
stop for a stop sign on Belgrade
and Rangeley Roads. Court date is
set for Feb. 28.
A UIVK)student reported a blue
L.L. Bean book bag missing from
the UMO Book store on Feb. 12.
The bag reportedly contained
several textbooks.
An alleged theft of seven
3-pound cans of potato chips was
reported by an employee from
York Commons dinning hall on
Feb. 13. There was no signs of a
forced entry and the case is still
under investigation.
Joseph John Migliaccio, 11
Pond St., Orono, Maine, was arrested for operating after suspension/ failure to appear in court on
Feb. 14. Migliaccio was released on
a $1,000 personal recognizance.
Court date is set for Feb. 28.
Scott Marcel Verreault, 219 York
Hall was issued a summons for the
alleged theft of $19.70 from the
receptionist office in York Hall on
Feb. 16. The alleged theft reportedly occurred at 3:15 a.m. Court date
is set for Feb. 28.
Michael Ellis, 105 Front St., Old
Town, Maine, was issued a summons for an uninspected motor
vehicle. Feb. 17.
Julie Klien, P.O. Box 1010, Kennebunkport, Me., was issued a
summons for failure to stop at a
stop sign at,Squa pan Road and
College Ave. Feb. 17.

imately 103 Fahrenheit.
Maine's outbreak compares in severity with those reported in many states,
Graham said.
"I don't think it is any worse for us
than other states," she said.
This winter the United States is experiencing its worse influenza outbreak
in five years, according to The
Associated Press which reports that only five states — the Dakotas, Kansas,
New Hampshire and Wyoming — have
not had any documented cases of the flu.
Twenty one states have had
widespread outbreaks and have notified
their state Centers for Disease Control,

the Associated Press said.
Graham and Wood said that although
the influenza has hit area colleges and
universities, most of New England has
escaped infection.
"New England has been spared,"
Wood said. "Let's hope the Lord keeps
looking down on us."
Wood said the state CDC informed
him there have been reported cases influenza at the University of Vermont and
Bowdoin College.
Graham said that although several
colleges have reported outbreaks, she
could not reveal the names of the
schools. - - -

SOPHOMORES

The heatis on.
This summer may he your last
chanee-4,w4raduate -from-college with a degree and an officer's commision. Sign up for
ROTC's six-week basic camp
now. See your Professor of
Military Science for details. But
hurry. The time is short. The
space is limited. The heat is on.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
581-1125
ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS'TRAINING CORPS

applications now being accepted

•

Attention Veterans
V.A. regulations require that you verify
enrollment status on a periodic basis.
Accordingly, the following times and places have been
arranged for your convenience starting on February 24
and ending on February 28.

Orono Campus
Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Veterans Affairs Office, Wingate Hall

Bangor Campus
Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Student Union
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"The bask-goal is to establish trust
and reliability," Bcrns said. '"Bigs' do
not take the place of a parent" but are
a friend of the child.
Children range in age from seven to
17 years old and 90 percent are from
single parent. families, Borns said.
The 'Bigs' program is conducted
"strictly on a volunteer basis," Borns
said. Volunteers must be at least 19 years
old and plan on being in the area for at
least a year.
"Forty percent of our volunteers are
from UMO," Borns said. "UMO is at
the heart of our program."

Big Sisters and Brothers
help local children
By Gregory J. Schwartz
Staff Writer
There comes a time in a youth's life
when a need for a special friendship is
not met. The Big Brothers/Big Sisters
program has been fulfilling this need for
the last 85 years by providing children
with an adult friend.
"We offer children an adult outside

LL ATE NIGHT LOCAL

the family who will be a friend of a child
and who will be there consistently for
them," said Phyllis Borns, match
coordinator of Downeast Big
Brother/Big Sisters of Bangor.
"So many children need an adult
friend," Borns said. The parent usually makes the first commitment by
"recognizing the need for an adult friend
outside the family.

"It has been a lot of fun. It's fun to
have someone to do things with each
week," Davis said. "We have a lot in
common."
•
Wendy Watkins, a junior UMO student, said she had heard a great deal
about the program and decided CO get
n v()Wed.
"I just met with my 'little sister' two
weeks ago," Watkins said. "We go out
to eat, go shopping or just spend the day
together and talk.
"I feel like I can help her to confront
problems and be there for her to talk to
and support her," Watkins said.
Watkins' 'little sister', Kristin
Johnson, 14, said it is "the sharing between friends" that makes the program
worthwhile.
Borns said the idea of "friendship 1,
caring, sharing and being there for
others."
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Charles Moody Jr., assistant professor
of microbiology, said he first became involved with the Bigs program three years
ago. Moody has been matched with the
same 'little brother' since then.
"I felt I could accomplish something
and do something for someone else,"
he said.
Moody and his `little brother' engage
in various fun or simple activities.
"The types of activities depend on the
child," Moody said. "We go crosscountry skiing, ice skating, hiking or
sometimes we'll just rent a movie.
"He has somebody else he can talk
to," Moody said.
Dion Davis, Moody's 'little brother',
is a 13-year-old from Bangor.

•

Ladies Night
$2.00 16oz.Strawberry Margaritas

FRIDAY 3pm
Happy Hour • Free Nachos/504: Drafts
• SATURDAY 8-10pm
$2.00 16oz. Margaritas

at 866-2516
1,2,3,4,& 5
bedroom apts
walking distance
to UMO

Waiting Littles
need
Big Brother
or Sister
by Gregory J. Schwartz
Staff Writer
Although UMO provides 40 percent of the volunteers for the
Downeast Big Brothers/Big sisters
program, there are still many children
waiting to be a 'little brother' or `little sister.'
The Waiting Littles program at
UMO is designed to accommodate
the needs of children, seven to 15
years old, who are waiting to be matched with a 'big brother' or 'big
sister'.
Currently, there are 130 children
waiting for a match. The increased
need for 'bigs' is in response to the
success of the program, said Phyllis
Borns, match coordinator of the
Downeast 'bigs' program.
The Waiting Littles program
enables Downeast 'bigs' to keep in
touch with waiting children. .
"It lets them know they're
wanted," Borns said. "It also
enables us to keep alert to the
children's situation."
Of the 130 children waiting for a
match, 100 of them are boys, Borns
said.
"The average wait for a boy is
about two years," before he is
finally matched with an adult, Borns
said.
"This is because more mothers see
the need for their sons to be involved
and there are less male volunteers" to
be matched with boys, Borns said.
Debbie Konkel-Parker, cocoordinator of Waiting Littles,-said
:--aniza.tion's program is,designed to help the waiting children. The
children come to campus every other
week to participate in various activities staged by Waiting Littles
volunteers.
"The program is oriented toward
the prevention of alcohol and drug
abuse," Konkel-Parker said.
"There are four areas we concentrate on," she said, "improving selfesteem, communication skills, verbalization of feelings and decision
making skills."
These areas are "specific risk factors,' she said, which are essential
in preventing alcohol and drug abuse.
Konkel-Parker said the organization is "trying to provide role models"
for the children.
The Waiting Littles is sponsored on
campus by Alpha Phi Omega and
through the Office of Drug Abuse
Prevention of the state Department of
Human Services.

The Maine Campus Photography Dept. is
currently interviewing for Darkroom
Technicians.
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World/U.S. News
Brennan says dump procedures doctored
LINCOLN, Maine (AP) — Gov.
Joseph E. Brennan accused the U.S.
Energy Department on Wednesday of
doctoring its procedures for picking
potential sites for a high-level radioactive waste dump, suggesting the DOE
wanted to get more New England sites
on its list.
Brennan, who was to attend the latest
in a series of briefings on the DOE's
waste dump plans, also said in a
prepared statement that Maine is pressing its case against having a dump
"forcefully on every front."
Seats were set up for 2,000 people at

a high school where the briefing was
planned.
"All of us in Maine are appalled,"
said Brennan. "I say all of us, because
everyone in our congressional delegation, everyone in our state Legislature,
every citizen I have talked to across this
state...strongly opposes the disposal of
high-level nuclear waste in Maine."
Most high-level waste is spent fuel rods
from nuclear plants.
U.S. Sen. George J. Mitchell, DMaine, also planned to attend the briefing at Mattanawcook Academy, a few

Chemical weapons victims
appear in Iran-Iraq war
TEHRAN, Iran(AP) — Hamid Kurd
Alipoor's face was burned and blistered
and his chest and arms were wrapped in
gauze. "I was in the shelter so I didn't
put on the mask," he said with
difficulty.
Alipoor was one of more than a halfdozen young Iranians shown to Western
reporters Wednesday. All were said to be
the victims of gas or chemical weapons
used by Iraq during the 5 1/2-year-old
war between the two Persian Gulf
nations.
Dr. Faizullah Yazdani, a surgeon, said
about 400 victims of similar attacks had
been brought to a Tehran hospital since
Feb. 13.
Iraq has consistently denied using
chemical or gas weapons. But European
physicians who examined previous victims sent abroad for treatment have said
their injuries appeared to have been
caused by gas or chemicals.
Yazdani said some of his patients had
first- to third- degree burns and eye
injuries.

Yazdani said 200 of 400 victims of
chemical attacks brought to the Labbanfinejad Hospital in Tehran -had been
discharged, seven had died, and more
than 30 others were sent to West European hospitals for treatment.
Yazdani said the injuries appeared to
be slightly different than earlier chemical
wounds in the 5 1/2-year-old war. He
suggested the mixture of chemicals involved may have been altered.
Alipoor, a 19-year-old revolutionary
guard, said he was in Iranian territory
west of the Arvand River when he came
under attack. Arvand is the Farsi, or Persian, name for the Shatt al-Arab waterway, which forms the boundary between
Iran on the east bank and Iraq on the
west bank.
Yazdani said many men suffered in gas
attacks because they did not realize until too late what type of weapons were
being used. The first symptom was burning eyes and skin, followed by a
headache, he said.

Hermon Mt. Ski Area

WINTER CARNIVAL

miles from a 92-square-mile area that the
DOE has included on a list of potentially
acceptable sites for a second national
repository.
The area, known as the Bottle Lake
Complex, is one of two Maine sites
where the DOE plans field tests to determine their geological and environmental suitability for an underground vault
to store high-level wastes for 10,000
years.
Brennan accused the DOE of "changing its (site) selection process at the last
minute" in order to include Bottle Lake.
"It had to design a completely new pro-

Georgia school appeals
damage settlement
ATLANTA (AP) — The state
will seek a new trial of Jan Kemp's
suit against two University of
Georgia administrators who were
ordered to pay Kemp $2.57 million
after a jury found she was unjustly fired for criticizing preferential
treatment of athletes, it was announced Wednesday.
Attorney General Michael
Bowers released a statement saying
the decision to appeal was made
"at the request of the defendants...,
with the approval of the Board of
Regents and after consultation
with the governor."

Fri. - Sun. February 21-23

$2.00 Discount with this Coupon!!
Come in Costume Sun., Ski for 1/2 PRICE
Costume Parade & Judging - 1 p.m-,,Sunday
Grand Prize :1987 SEASON PASS

L&A Market
2 liters

Seagram's Ginger Ale &
Sugar Free Ginger Ale
2 liters

Bad Light
Case - bar bottles

Busch & Natural Light
12/12 oz. cans

Gallo Wine
1.5 liters

99'
plus tax & dep.

89'
plus tax & dep.

$9.59
plus tax & dep.

$4.49
plus tax & dep.

$2.99
plus tax

A six-member U.S. District
Court jury last week awarded
damages to Kemp, a former
English instructor, after finding
she was unjustly fired by the two
administrators for criticizing
preferential academic treatment of
athletes and other students. Of the
$2.57 million award, $2.3 million
was in punitive damages.
Earlier, the Gwinnet Daily News
quoted an unidentified government source as saying top state officials agreed with the verdict but
were concerned about the size of
the award.

A degree
of caring.

Rentals, Snack Bar, 3 Lifts, Races, Prizes, Special Events

Mill Street, Orono
866-2551
Coke Classic & Diet Coke

cedure, using very limited information,
to separate the Bottle Lake area from
nine others in its low -priority
category."
Brennan suggested that the DOE may
have known the Sebago Lake area,
Maine's other site, "would never make
the final list, because it is simply crazy
to store nuclear waste under Portland's
water supply."
On Feb. 10, an (:•ierflow crowd of
nearly 3,000 people showed up at Lake
Region High School in Naples for a
DOE briefing that continued into early
the next morning.

BOSTON
BOUVE
rthea.siern lisiversity

For people who care about people—
teachers, counselors, health and human
services professionals—Northeastern University has a special place where you can
obtain the knowledge and skills needed
to help others. Boston-Bouve College of
_Human Development Professions.
You can reach out and further your
career with Master Degree programs
that include:
Master of Education
• Counseling
• Consulting Teacher of Reading
• Curriculum and Instruction
• Educational Research
• Human Development
• Rehabilitation
• Special Education
Master of Science
• Counseling Psychology
• Physical Education
• Physical Therapy
• Recreation Management
• Speech-Language Pathology &
Audiology
Doctoral and non-degree certification
programs are also available.
For more information and a free catalog,
call(617)437-2708 or write to BostonBouve College at the address below.

Graduate School, Boston-Bouve College of Human Development Professions
107 DQckser Hall,Northeastern University,360 Huntington Pee • Boston, MA 02115
Norti"reastern Unryersdy rs an equal opportufulyiatflr mattee action educatiOnal instdutron and employer
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Support women's team
W

hen the UMO %Omen's basketball team
was undefeated, hopes and support ran
high both on and off the campus.
Now that the women have run into a streak of
bad luck, plagued by injuries and sickness and a
19-5 record, it is time to let the team know that
despite adversity, the university community is
behind them 100 percent.
The women have had an incredible season with
one of the best records ever, but support has been
decreasing as of late. People keep saying,"well, if
they were still undefeated."
They're not. They've suffered injuries, illness and
five losses, but let's look at more positive events of
the season. The team was undefeated for 18 games
and was ranked 30th nationally in NCAA Division
I. Should the Black Bears win the Seaboard Conference playoffs they may earn a berth in the
NCAA Tournament.
Every member of the team is from Maine, proving that some of the best talent is closest to home,
and they will lose only one of these talented
players next year. Despite these impressive statistics,
apathy is rearing its ugly head on campus once
- again and this time it is in reference to something
as -exciting and pleasureable as athletic events. It
took the. women 18 wins to gain credibility and a
-Sfibstanti-al follownig for their home games, yet only- five losses to see the crowds diminish and campus support dwindle.
Granted, the women's games have been drawing
large crowds this season. Attendance has been bet-

anyway.
• /I...
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ORONO, Maine(LNS) — Testimony
was still being heard today in the idiocy
trial of Jessica Lowell. It has been a hotly contested trial, with copious (V.B.
giveaway) testimony on both sides.
Charges stemmed from accusations
that the UMO student was a complete
idiot and not worthy of even the simplest
of explanations pertaining to major
events in her life. It was rumored the
defendant would not be allowed to take
the stand in her own defense. However,
the judge ruled this morning that since
she demonstrated a spark Of intelligence
at the age of nine, she will be allowed
a full 30 seconds to state her case later
today.
In its opening statement, the prosecution said it would "prove beyond a
shadow of a doubt that Ms. Lowell is an
idiot, not able to understand the most
obvious things pertaining to her own life,
even though she is regarded as an adult
by the government-of-the United-States
of America:'
To support our case we will prove that
she has no ability to decide for herself
what is best for her. To wit: she pays exorbitant service charges at her bank for
minimal services, she thought she could
• have simple maintenance done at her
apartment, and thought (as an aside)
that the First Amendment rights were
more important than the moralistic concerns of a state university.

JOHN STRANGE
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Common
decency

ween 700 and 1000 at most home games, but the
majority of these fans are not the player's
classmates. Support for the team does not come
from within, and this is a sad phenomena indeed.
Many sports fans from area communities follow
UMO athletic teams religiously, and pay a great
deal of money to do so. For $30 a year a UMO
student can purchase a pass that allows admission
to every regular season sporting event at the
university, a savings of literally hundreds of
dollars. It seems these sports passes are purchased,
but are they being used?
UMO students need to reassess their priorities. It
comes down to this:
People are unwilling to realize that a women's
athletic event can be as exciting, or even more exciting to watch than a men's game.
The women's basketball team is ignored by many
students on this campus who ordinarily follow
UMaine athletics. How can we ignore a group of
women who for an entire season have worked long
and hard, through strength and adversity, to gain a
respect, not only for the team, but for the university as a whole?
Many students complain because there is nothing
exciting to do on this campus, especially during the
winter. Try ,this: go to a women's basketball game
and.see if you can stay in your seat for the entire
time: Don't jump up, don't cheer and, most of all,
don't enjoy yourself. It won't work, but try it

.CI ALMOST HAD FUN...

Ed Carroll
Editor

JESSICA LOWELL
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Strange comics
Part II
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The votes are in. The results have been
counted, recounted and checked yet
again. But it all comes down to one fact,
folks: Zippy loses.
Under the auspices granted me by the
FEPC (Foney Elections for Punkish
Comix), 1 am glad to announce that zippy the Pinhead has lost the Strange poll
14-1.
Although 14 votes against the Pinhead
is in no way conclusive, I was impressed
by the outpouring of support to erase
Zippy from the Daily Maine Campus.
People would pass on the sum or in the _ an admitted Pinhead_
dorm hallways and thank me for my
the letter.
crusade, and the letters I received were
"I've always liked
convincing.
as he played nervous!:
Tim Griffin of Oxford Hall wrote that
beard. "I like the fai
"the strip seems to make no sense
unusual humor. It mat
whatever. I can't imagine what your
mainstream America.
editor sees in it.
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"react" to reader inpui
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to see comics that I tl
the basis of originality in a comic strip,
So for now, I guess
but what about humor? What about
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readability? The strip itself is the only
until the Campus sul
joke."
strip runs out.
Doug Richatdson of Estabrook Hall
It's certainly not m
agreed with Tim. "In addition to being
with my editor. His ch
inane and unfunny," wrote Doug, Ziphis right. His taste is
py is "decidely .boring. ... With or
is his right.
without a replacement, Zippy should
go."
John Strange is a st
The letters piled up, and they all said
major whb hopes he sti
the same thing: Zippy is not funny and
next week.
is stupid a,nd boring. "It's dead on ar--
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Response
The opening remarks of the defense
were cut short, said one source who
wished to remain anonymous, because
the young woman was too impossibly
stupid to begin with. Witnesses for the
prosecution included a landlord, a
banker and a hairdresser. Each claimed
to have witnessed idiocy on the part of
the defendant on numerous occasions.
Defense witnesses included one slightly embarrassed-looking friend, a grade
school teacher and the defendant's
sister's dog, Missy.
Up to this point in this landmark
idiocy trial, the prosecution has based its
arguments on the fact that the defendant
relied upon her mother for help, to fight
a battle for her.
When the defendant took the stand,
the prosecuting attorney asked: "Is it or
is it not true that you have been duped
in the past? Do you deny that you were
shamelessly trampled on once before
when you were in high school, and don't
you think that the pattern of your life
has been set by this incident? Obviously
a
you are a babbling incompetent. Don't
you agree?"
While pondering which question to
answer first and most intelligently, the
lt
s- - --defendant used up her 30 seconds.The witnesses for the prosecution were
heard to utter, "We don't really care if
she's 21. We don't really expect to have
to treat anyone like and adult until they,
are at least 28; especially in a college
town."
Final arguments will be heard next
week.

II

Jessica Lowell had hoped this was all
an ugly nightmare, but realized she has
been awake through the whole thing.

rival"-wrote Mike-Dickens and LiSa
Ch retien.
•
"To me it's, just plain bad; it's so
stupid it's almost painful to read,"
Wrote Patti Fitzgerald of Old Town.
Need I say more?
But in the interest of fair play, I should
address the lone letter supporting Zippy. It came in unsigned (I wouldn't have
signed it either) but it did make some excellent points on why Zippy should stay.
"Zippy is representative of the latent
off-the-wall stupidity in all of us,"
says the letter.
"Zippy simply handles moral, social
and just' plain 'American' issues in a
psychedelic way. That's all."
Psychedelic is indeed the word for it.
I hope Zippy doesn't represent'anything
in me.
But Maine Campus Editor Ed Carroll, .
an admitted Pinhead_ Fan. agree.s_witit____
t he letter.
"I've always liked it," said Carroll,
as he played nervously with his blond
beard. "I like the fairly obscure and
unusual humor. It makes a lot of fun at
mainstream America."
Carroll added that he cannot simply
"react" to reader input. "I want readers
to see comics that I think are good."
So for now, I guess some of us will
have to simply stomach Zippy, at least
until the Campus subscription to the
strip runs out.
It's certainly not my place to argue
with my editor. His choice of comics is
his right. His taste is off, maybe, but it
is his right.
John Strange is a senior journalism
major Orb hopes he still has his column
next week.

Misinformation given on requirements
To the editor:
As I entered my freshman
year here at UMO in 1981 as an
animal medical technology major, I was not quite certain of
my decision.
I have always had a desire to
work in the animal science profession. I decided I should
speak with someone involved in
the two-year animal science
program.
After talking with the dean of
the college of LSA, I decided
this program would be ideal.
The dean informed me of the
"two-plus-two" option.
This program would allow
me to earn an associates degree
in animal medical technology.
If after this two-year program I
still had a desire to continue,

could return and earn a
bachelors of science degree in
only two to two-and-a-half
more years.
I asked the dean, "two-plustwo?"
He
responded,
"Right."
After completing the twoyear program, I decided I would
return for two to two-and-a-half
years to earn my degree in
animal science — two-plus-two,
right?
As I talked with my advisors,
my excitement quickly dissolved into disbelief. Of my 62
credit hours earned in the twoyear program, only 15 were required credits for earning a
bachelors degree. Two-plus-two,
right?
In the two-year program, I
studied genekies,-reproduction,

microbiology, animal diseases
and anima4 production.
These courses are not so different that I should have to
repeat them. Why won't courses
taken at the same university
transfer from one animal
science program to another.
This is a two-plus-two program,
right?
Why was I misled to believe
this was a two-plus-two program? It isn't!
Is the university in such a
poor financial state that it must
mislead students hoping the
student will return and pay tuition for subjects they have
already completed? I would
hope this is not the case.
The university system is here
for the students not the administrators. If this statement is

Another encounter with UMOPD
.TO the editor:
I had an interesting run-in
with the UMOPD last night,
Feb. 18. I had parked in front
of Oxford Hall and proceeded
to get a homework assignmentfrom a friend. I returned to my
car, elapsed time five minutes,
and found a ticket for $10
because I stopped in a fire lane.
An interesting side-light is that
had I parked on the sidewalk it
would only have been a $5.00
ticket!

I decided to try ra----fin- ----then-knew why the other officer
something about the ticket so I
had been called, it's almost imwent to headquarters where the
possible to reason with one ofdispatcher called officer 31 (I
ficer around with various
still don't know his name)and
weapons, let alone two! I
arranged a meeting in the Knox
returned to the sanctuary of my
parking lot to find not one but
car and decided to leave in One
two officers awaiting me.
piece. Well like hundreds of
Perhaps officer 31 thought he
others, I will have the ticket
was in for an ambush?! After
added to my tuition. Next time,
telling the officer what had
though, I will know to park on
happened he told me that he
the sidewalk, it's cheaper!
hadn't voided a ticket in the ten
years he's been here and that
Scott Hunnewell
was lucky it wasn't towed. I
Milford

Commentary

true, as it should be, why am I
not the only person who has
been mislead by this progam?
I am now in my eighth
semester of school. I will complete my "two-plus-two" program in one-and-a-half years
more — only five-and-a-half
years for a "two-plus-two"
program!
As I complete my education,
I would sincerely hope this
situation does not produce itself
again from misinformation on
the part of the administrators of
this institution. After all, fiveand-a-half years isn't t wo-plust wo, right?

Rick Linscott
Orono

Replace
reviewer
To the editor:
It is now time to replace all
pompous, arrogant, closeminded record reviewers; ie:
Mark Denoncourt.
Scott Jordan
Dan Edwards
Corbett Hall

Donald R. Lewis

Democracy vs. nuclear disposal
4,4

or the land of the free.
I'd like to take a little
space here to talk to you
about your government — the United
States of America; the people who have
given you democracy, freedom, and most
importantly, have protected you from the
hostile nations of the world. It's wonderful to know that these great people are
keeping the commies from dropping the
nukes on us. -What T ikart-to know is
this: Who is protecting us from our own
elected officials? You have no doubt
heard that the U.S. Department of
Energy has selected two sites in Maine
as well as one in New Hampshire, as
potentially acceptable sites for construction of high-level radioactive waste
repositories. What that means, basically, is that the govertimvnt has, through
use of a computer, thrown a few darts
at a map of the U.S. and landed a couple in our state as sites for our country's
lethal garbage. Why? Because there is a
large-amount of granite in these areas.
It is theorized that stable formations of
granite will be able to hold this radioactive waste for the 10,000 years necessary
for the waste to because unhazardous.
Sounds like a great way to store some
real dangerous shit, don't it? Not when
you consider a few things. 1) Stable is

hardly a way to describe an area lying
on the Norumbega fault line, and has up
to 10 earthquakes per month. Maine's
rock formation, to not remain stable for
any given day, much less for 10,000 years.
2)The only way for the DOE to get the
glowing garbage here is by sending
truckloads of it up Maine's back roads.
If you don't live near Sebago Lake or
Lincoln (the two proposed areas), you
could still end up with some nasty stuff
in your backyard. One frost heave or ice
patch could do it for you. Oh, and you
Portland natives arc going to be taking
some pretty strange showers. Sebago lake
is your town's main water source. 3)
There is one reason which makes this
asinine plan more horrific than you have
probably imagined. What happens to the
people who live in, say, Naples or Casco
or Lincolnr Wel!, that depends. If a
family owns their home and property
outright — they're lucky. After their
home and property value bottoms out
when this plan is confirmed, say from
$75,000 to $25,000, the government will
shell out five cents for every dollar to
these folks, and kindly ask them to move
on to a more habitable environment. But
for those involved with the Farrwr%
Home Administration,(a government
project for low interest housing loans),

who have had the advantage of living in
their homes at low interest rates, the fun
is over. Pack up and get out and good
luck. They get nothing and lose
everything. But hey, it's a good cause,
right? Of course it is! They're making
way so the government can come in and
destroy, in the Sebago LakgArea's case,
385 square miles of some of the most
beautiful land in the United States.
Anyone who has ever seen the Sebago
Lake area knows what a treasure it is. I
know I do. See, I have lived there for the
past 12 years. I shouldn't be too bitter.
The DOE has been kind enough to grant
us until April 16 to find some real
reasons why they shouldn't dump on us.
There is a meeting tonight, in. the
Portland City Hall. I urge everyone to
attend. If you can't make it, there are
more meetings throughout the state
scheduled in the near future. Please keep
your eyes and ears open so you can go
to one or find some info on this so you
can voice your.opinion. If nothing else,
write a letter addressed to the DOE and
send it to me.
see it gets to someone
who can put it to good use. Remember,
today it's Sebago and Lincoln, tomorrow it could be your home town. The
future of Maine is at stake. "... and the
home 01 the brave."
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FIJI 24-HOUR RELAY
MARATHON
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to benefit the American Cancer Society

NEWS BRIEFS
Shuttle chunks
found on
ocean floor

41

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(AP)- A four-man submarine
has recovered a small part of shattered space shuttle Challenger's
right rocket booster and has
photographed several larger
chunks on the ocean floor, a
recovery official reported today.
The right rocket is a leading
suspect in the Jan. 28 shuttle explosion that killed the crew of
seven.
"We now have positive identification that we have found parts
of the right solid rocket
booster," Air Force Col. Edward
O'Connor said at a news conference. O'Cortner ls_director of the
shuttle- search and recovery
operation.
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43
41
41

43
41

43
43
41
41
41
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which has already been approved
by 96 other nations. It began as a
reaction to the Holocaust of World
War 11, when millions of Jews were
killed by the Nazis.
The vote was a special victory
for Sen. William Proxmire, D-Wis.,
who has risen on the Senate floor
daily since Jan.11, 1967, to urge
ratification of the treaty. He has
made more than 3,000 speeches
calling for ratification.
The treaty makes it an international crime to kill or injure
members of national, racial, ethnic
or religious groups.

Entry forms at the Memorial Union
information booth

13.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Senate today approved a 37-yearold treaty making genocide an international crime.
The vote was 83-11 in favor of
a resolution ratifying the pact,

43 START TRAINING NOW!!!
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If You Need A Free Ride

WS ANGELES(AP)- A prosecutor said Wednesday he will not
oppose a motion to dismiss
political corruption charges
against Rep. Bobbi Fiedler because
there is insufficient evidence to
pursue the case.
But District Attorney Ira Reiner
said his office will continue its prosecution of Fiedler's aide, PaulClarke. Fiedler and Clarke are charged
with offering one of her rivals in
the upcoming Republican Senate
primary, state Sen. Ed Davis,
$100,000 to withdraw from the

It's official:
genocide's
illegal

For more information call
581-4173 or 866-4485
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Don't Drink And Drive

late night local
Not For Drinkers Only
SHORT RUNS AT 8 & 10 & 12
8:00
• 9:00
10:00
11:00

"Last Call"
approx. 1 a.m.
Mill St., Orono
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requested stops
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Cumberland
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Tim's Little
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VERSAILLES, Ky.(AP)— An ironworker's wife
and two teen-age children have been jailed on
criminal charges after he told authorities they tied
him to a basement bed for two months, poured cold
water on him and turned on a fan in hopes he would
catch pneumonia.
James Kimberl, 47, said his family drugged him
last Dec. 3 and tied him to the bed. He said they
fed him once a day, didn't bathe him for seven or
eight weeks, occasionally prevented him from using
a bedpan and kept him blindfoded most of the time.
He said he escaped Feb. 7.
On Tuesday, Woodford District Judge J. Craig
Bradley sent the case to a grand jury after the
children, Kimberly, 19, and James D. Kimberl Jr.,
18, testified at a preliminary hearing that they planned to leave their father tied to the bed and move to
Florida.
The mother, Shirley, 40, has been charged with
kidnapping and attempted murder. The son and
daughter are charged with conspiracy to kidnap.
The children said their mother asked them to help
hold their father prisoner so she could earn enough
money as a motel housekeeper for the move. They
denied trying to induce pneumonia.
Then= mother did not testify at the hearing, but
the family's attorney said Kimberl had a drinking
problem and mistreated the family.
Attorney Thomas E. O'Shaughnessy told the
court the family did not intend to harm Kimberl,
but wanted to flee because of the drinking problem.
Kimberl had acknowledged an "alcohol problem," but claimed he had not had it in the
months prior to the kidnapping, said Versailles

Three arrested
for causing Chilean
train collision
SANTIAGO, Chile(AP) — A station master and
three dispatchers have been arrested for routing two
passenger trains into a head-on collisiorrthat killed
at least 58 people and injured 510, authorities said.
The Monday evening collision of the trains, packed with more than 600 vacationers, was Chile's worst
rail disaster.
Mayor Alejandro Vial of Limache, the nearest
town, said two dispatchers at the Limache and
Penablanca stations were arrested Monday night in
a court-ordered investigation of presumed
negligence.
Police detectives said they also arrested a dispatcher who worked on the track between Penablanca
and Limache, and the acting supervisor in charge
of both stations, who is based in Limache.
The chief government spokesman, Francisco
Cuadra, said 154 people were severely injured and
the death toll could rise as soldiers, police and
volunteer firefighters cut into the wreckage with
blowtorches in search of trapped victims.
Cuadra said the "immediate cause" of the collision was the theft Monday of a private communications cable between the Limache and Penablanca
stat ions.
He said the two_dispatchers were forced to-communicate by telephone, and "this is highly risky."

0
6
GET THE EDGE
Air Force ROTC can help
you stand out from the crowd.
Our training program gives
men and women an equal
opportunity for success. You
can have a responsible position right away. Why settle for
anything less?
Call Captain Suarez
581-1 38 1

police detective Kevin Shipp, the chief investigator
of the case 20 miles west of Lexington.
A third child, 20-year-old Kathy, was not accused by her father, who said she did not take part in
the kidnapping. She lived at home with her infant
child during the time Kimberl was allegedly held
prisoner, according to Shipp, and said she fed him
while the others weren't home.

Kathy Kimberl told her father's co-workers and
others who called that he had run away, the detective said.
Kimberl told investigators that while he was held
captive, the volume on a television in the basement
was turned up to drown out his pleas and was never
turned off during the two months.
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Sports

by Kevil
Staff W

UM women's 5 rolls against Colby Mules 83-45
by Kevin Dietrich
Staff Writer
If nothing else, Wednesday night's
women's basketball game between the
University of Maine and Colby College
demonstrated the difference between
Division I and Division III programs.
The Black Bears dominated the Mules
to the tune of 83-45 before over 300 fans
in the Pit.
The victory ups Maine's season mark
to 20-5, leaving them one triumph short
of tying the Maine season record for victories in a season which was set last year.
Colby's" season record drops to 12-8.
Maine coach Peter Gavett saw many
pluses in the Black Bear victory.
"I was pleased with the overall performance, but I think the biggest thing I
was pleased with was to see Kissy Walker
back in uniform," said Gavett.
Walker, who scored the first basket of
the game and went on tally 11 on the
evening, was glad to be back.
"I was just excited to play," said
Walker.
Maine put the game out of reach earIY-42;(utscoritig Colby 12-0 midwaythrough the first half.
The run started with a little over nine
minutes gone in the contest when Liz
Coffin hit on a 14-foot fade-away
jumper. Two minutes later Coffin made
it an 18-8 Maine lead with a pair of free
throws.

Lauree Gott, who had a game-high 23
points, made it a 14-point Black Bear
lead on the next two Maine possessions
by converting a pair of baskets
underneath.
Coffin continued the streak by converting a missed Maine free throw into
an inside hoop and Walker capped the
run at the 14:06 mark of the first stanza
by hitting a jumper from the free throw
line.
Although the Mules tried to rally, the
Black Bear attack proved too much.
"I think it was one of our more complete_ efforts," said Gavett.
Statistically speaking, Maine was
superb hitting on 53 percent of their
shots, outrebounding Colby 42-20 and
registering 16 steals.

by John
Staff WI

Other leaders for Maine included Coffin with 17 points and eight rebounds
and Kelly Nobert, who added 10 points
and five rebounds.
The Mules, who shot only 38 percent
from the floor, were led by Carol Anne
Beach, who had 11 points, and Susan
Hardy and Lisa Collett, each of whom
tallied eight iir a losing cause.
The Black Bears next contest is Saturday in Boston as they take on Seaboard
Conference rival Boston University.
Maine's final home game of the
season will be a make-up contest against
the University of New Hampshire Monday at 7 p.m. in the Pit.

Our three-year and
two-yearscholarships won't
make college easier.
Justeasier to payfor.
Even if you didn't start college
on a scholarship, you could
finish on one. Army ROTC
Scholarships pay for full tuition
and allowances for educational
fees and textbooks. Along with
up to $1000 a year. Get all the
facts.

The women's basketball team improved its record to 20-5, one win short
of the record, by beating Colby 83-45 Wednesday night.(McMahon photo)
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N.E. swimming championships at Wallace Pool
by Kevin Dolan
Staff Writer
The New England women's swimming
championships will take place this
weekend at UMO's Wallace Pool, with
many teams throughout the region
competing.
Maine expects to do relatively well in
the fourteen-team field, with most of its
competition coming from the University of Massachusetts and Northeastern
University.
"We'll be in a three way battle with
UMass and Northeastern," said Maine
Coach Jeff Wren. "UMass has some
fairly solid representation all the way
through and I think Northeastern is a little ahead of them (in talent)."
Preliminaries will be held Thursday

morning, while finals will be held from
7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. on Friday and
Saturday, and at 2:00 p.m. on Sunday.
Maine enters this meet with Mary
Wakeman seeded first overall in the
100-yard butterfly and Wendy Peddie
seeded first in both the 200 and 400-yard
individual medley.
Maine is also seeded first in the 200.
400, and 800-yard free relays as well as
the 400-yard medley relay.
Other swimmers seeded high for
Maine in various events are Michele
Bessette, Meg Briselden, Kathy Sheehan,
Bridget Sullivan, Anna Ley, Lynn
McPhail, Laurie Keen and Laura Negri.
From here, the women's team will
travel to Orlando. Florida in mid-March
to participate in the Division II
Nationals.

The UMO women's swimming team will he one of the
favorites in this
weekend's New England Championships.(McMahon photo)

Women's track team takes state title easily
by John Holyoke
Staff Writer
Despite losing its star long jumper and
hurdler to a hamstring pull in the first
event of the evening, the University of
Maine women's indoor track team came
s4ettnierus-M-the-- -M-AtAW Stare
Championship Meet held Friday night.
Though senior Beth Heslam sat out
the rest-of the meet after a long jump injury, the rest of the squad pulled
together, with several clutch performances putting the meet out of reach for ,\
host and runner-up, Bates.
"We were favored by 20 points going t
into the meet, then we lost Beth," said
Coact.iim Ballinger. "On paper, that
looks like a loss of about 10 points, so
we had to reorganize."
The Black Bears finished with 86
points and were followed by Bates (41),
Colby (23), and Bowdoin (22).
Middle-distance runner Helen Dawe,
who won the 800-meters with a school
and meet record of 2:16.98, said the team
was a little worried at first.
"When Beth got hurt, we all were
thinking about that. Then the sprint
relay team won and we did great from
then on," Dawe said.
"A big key for us was taking the 1-2
The women's track team scored 86 points in winning the MAIAW last
finishes in the events that we did,"
weekend. The Bears will face Vermont this weekend.-(Cartious photo)
Ballinger said. "We picked up eight
points for each 1-2 finish and that realBrophy placed in three events on the
ly set us up."
day, leading the way for the jumpers. She
Maine tallied these valuable points in
finished first in the triple jump, third in
the 400 (Lisa Clemente and Karin
the 55-meter hurdles and tied for third
Pfander), 600(Kathy McCosh and Lisa
in the high jump with Smith, who also
Hoxie), 800(Dawe and Leslie Walls), and
finished third in the triple jump.
1500 (Kathy Tracy and Theresa Lewis).
Johnson cleared 5-2 in the high jump
Ballinger was also pleased with the
to finish second.
•
performances turned in, in the jumping
Other individuals who picked up
events. "We really did well in the jumps.
points for the Black Bears were Beth
Abbie Johnson, Keira Brophy and Karen
MeGarrigle (2nd-shot put, 2nd-20 lb.
Smith all did very well."
weight), Edette Williams(2nd-55-meter.

7nd-200), Kettle Stratton (3rd-300),
Theda Segar (3rd-20 lb. weight, 4thshot), Caslcie Lewis (3rd-55, 3rd-200).
and Pam Cragin (4th-hurdles).
Also scoring for Maine were Sue
--Rey nolds (4th-600), Becky Lucien (4thlotig juhfp), Connie Mbilison tztt h-20 lb.
weight), Theresa Lewis.(2nd-1000), and
Kathy Tracy (2nd-3000).
- - ---The Majne women play host lb the
University of Vermont in a meet to be
held in conjunction with the men's meet
this Saturday.
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Skaters at UNH in pivotal game for 5th place chase
by Jon Rummler
Staff Writer
_

sr

to the Black Bears' two home loses
UNH 7-3 Nov. 5 at Alfond Arena — the
against Boston University this past FriUNH offense clicked, an event not that
day and Saturday. "But we know we can
uncommon of late. UNH shelled Norbeat UNH. We have to get that win
theastern 9-1 at Snivel) Arena and had
because it could decide who ends up in
tied Lowell in the previous outing.
fifth, sixth or seventh. It could also get
Only a 4-2 loss to Providence Sunday
UNH right back in it."
has blunted the Wildcat's surge.
Maine Coach Shawn Walsh cited the
UNH relies upon Shane Skidmore
Black Bears' problems revolving around (9-27-36), Peter Herms
(9-26-35) and
being leg weary, playing three games in
James Richmond (9-22-31) for its offenfour days, and, playing without the ser-, sive output. •
vices of McDonald and center Bruce
Goalie Greg Rota has been busy much
Major.
of the season as the porous Wildcat
"We definitely have to shut them
defense has forced the senior'into50
down better than we did the last
or more save efforts on four occasions
time," Walsh said. "Fifty shots on and 40 or more efforts
16 times. Rota has
goal is way too high.
a 5.61 GAA and .867 save percentage.
"They like to freew heel on offense.
We'll have to hit hard to slow them
THE BEAR FACTS
down."
In the second game between the two
The Black Bears will be juggling their
squads — the Black Bears dumped top two lines
with leading scorer Dave
•
•
•
•

It was a little over two weeks ago that
the University of New Hampshire caught
a game-weary University of Maine
hockey team off guard with a 6-3
triumph at Snively Arena. Consequently, when the Black Bears and Wildcats
line up again at Durham for a 7:30 p.m.
Thursday contest, Maine would like to
repay UNH in full.
Only four points separate Hockey
East's sixth and seventh place teams. A
Black Bear win could lift Maine to fifth
place and improve upon their 9-23-1
overall and 6-22-1 league records. A
Wildcat win could put them back in the
hunt for fifth and up their marks of
4-26-1 overall and 4-25-1 HE.
"The team is kinthof down, Maine
forward John McDonald said, referring

Wensley (12-17-29) centering Jack Capuano (7-15-22) and Bob
(7-15-22). Major (12-9-21), who had two
goals and an assist against BU last
weekend, will center McDonald (7-18-25)
and Mike Golden (8-11-19).
Goalie Al Loring, with a 6-16-1 record,
has a 4.70 GAA and a .882 save percentage.

eorkum

Northeastern Huskies sliding fast in Hockey East
by Jon Rummler
Staff Writer

Last place University of New Hampshire entered its bid for Hockey East
Upset of the Season award last week
with a 9-1 drubbing of Northeastern
Univeristy. And while the Wildcats
didn't do much to enhance their season,
dropping the next game to Providence
College, the now thirsl-place Huskies
find themselves slightly off pace for the
regular-season honors.
Boston College, 19-9-1,, leads .the
teague-with 39 Points. One point behind
the Eagles is Boston-- University at
18-10-2. And NU slips four points from
the lead with a 17-11-1 mark.
The top two teams squared off in late
games Wednesday night at BU. NU and

re.

fifth-place University of Lowell (6-23-2)
cluding Thursday's contest with Maine.
it would have an edge if the season endalso played Wednesday.
The hot; but usually cold Wildcats
ed
in a first-place tie.
The battle for the last home-ice
stunned NU at UNH by opening up a
With
NU's demise of late, BC jumps
playoff berth is almost over. Fourth
2-1 game with four goals in the second
to the forefront as the team to most likeplace Providence (10-21-1), with games
period. And according to NU Hockey
ly to gain the first-round bye given to the
remaining against BU and Lowell, needs
Sports Information Director Bill Doherleague
's No. I team. John Conceison,
one wfn or the University of Maine_—
ty, the loss has probably taken them out
BC hockey SID said if the Eagles could
the only team left that can catch the
of the hunt for first.
win the next three games — BU and the
Friars because of their five remaining
"The chances are we might end up
Maine
series this weekend — BC would
league contests — to lose two e-ensure
----- inishing -thtrd, just—Woking at it
have ensured itselfat least a tie for first.
itself the No. 4 spot. mathematically," Doherty said. "We'd
-If that would happen, only NU winning
In consideration of the fact that Proprobably have to win the rest of our
all its contests could catch BC.
vidence has lost nine of their last 10
games to win it. It could very well be us
BU is also in-the position of having
games, the final drive is for fifth place,
playing Lowell or Maine in the
to win the rest of its games. with the BC
with the victor traveling to Providence
playoffs."
contest Wednesday being important
for the opening round of the playoffs,
If NU-has an ace in the hole, it would--because of BC's Z-I win
Maine, in sixth place at 6-22-1, has two
the
be its 2-1 season record with BU and 1-1
season. Another BC win would give the
games in hand over Lowell. UNH,
mark with BC. If NU won the rest of its
Eagles the edge _if a tie occurred at_the_
4-254, has four games remaining, ingames, including its Feb. 26 BC game,
end of the season.
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